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Suzi Vaughan and Wendy Armstrong       
This is a co‐authored paper with Professor Suzi Vaughan being 
the lead writer.
f l b h d d hUn ortunate y Suzi cannot  e wit  us to ay an  s e is now out 
of the picture ‐ I shall be presenting on my own.
Ph t f S i i ho o o   uz  van s es.
































f h i h Th bl i h hi i h ho  t e r young c arges.  e pro em w t  t s  s t at, w en 
opportunities for error‐making are eliminated in the service 
of building self‐esteem, we run the serious risk of protecting 





i h l l A l i l i b into a  e p ess response.    earn ng goa   s a out master ng 
new things. The attention here is on finding strategies for 
learning. When things don’t go well, this has nothing to do 






knowledge or forming meaningful stimulating and enduring,      ,       
commitments to their study.” (Krause, K. & H. Coates, 2008)
“Much past research has shown that attributing failure to lack of                     
ability is a defining feature of a helpless response (which includes 
lowered expectations, negative affect, lowered persistence, and 
















































the largely private solitary tasks that are undertaken in many    ,               
disciplines ‐ where students prepare and submit work (such as 
essays or exams) without any input from tutor or peers, then 
























many students to be less of a choice than a              ,     
compulsion. Evidence shows that students are usually 
drawn to study fashion because they have a ‘passion for 
fashion’ often grown out of a much loved hobby that ‐                ‐  
sees design less as a form of income generation and 
more as a fulfilling pastime. This can result in an 
approach to fashion which is initially focused less on                 
realizing a sustainable career than on fulfilling a need to 
create and to make. Whilst this passion is admirable 




















The first assignment given to our students during
the first week of university; in many ways
exposes their doubts and heightens their anxiety.
I liken the experience to a group of teenage girls
in a changing room being asked to wear a bikini
for the first time in front of their class mates.
Some will be confident, some will be fearful of
being looked at and compared, some will hide
behind a towel, some will overcompensate for
their feelings and boldly charge forward, only to





wearable garment which will be publicly displayed the following week                  . 
The ‘sox’/baby grow project 
My challenge is to provide students with a toolbox of skills that will assist them to
navigate between the oppositional tensions of expressive, concept based creativity
and analytical, ‘rational’ technical knowledge. From day one they need to learn to
become ‘concept‐based innovators’ to take creative risks in order to become
innovative fashion practitioner.
I have established an assessment for the first week of the semester to be
completed and presented the second week. Although there is no summative
assessment it runs as it if were a formal project with students required to adhere to
academic standards and complete work within specified timelines.




• My challenge is to provide students with a toolbox of skills that will assist them to
navigate between the oppositional tensions of expressive concept based creativity,
and analytical, ‘rational’ technical knowledge. From day one they need to learn to
become ‘concept‐based innovators’ to take creative risks in order to become
innovative fashion practitioner.
• I have established a assessment for the first week of the semester to be completed
d d h d k l h h h i i ian presente t e secon wee . A t oug t ere s no summat ve assessment t
runs as it if were a formal project with students required to adhere to academic
standards and complete work within specified timelines.
• My initial reasons for introducing this project were:
• Commencing fashion students are ‘hand‐picked’ through a
portfolio and interview process (we take approximately 25
out of approximately 180 applicants) therefore they arrive
feeling they are special and this brings with it a certain
degree of ego.
• Once in the studio setting they realise they were now
amongst 25 equally talented peers and this naturally puts
i hcerta n pressure on t em.
• Before I commenced this project I found that in the first
t t d tsemes er some s u en s were:
– dumbing‐down their creativity in line with their limited
technical skills
– not prepared to be creative risk takers for fear of ridicule or
failure




Babygrow Project Analysis:   
Measure 1: Excited
40% of students stated that they were excited when they were given the project with                          ,   
68% feeling excited at the end. Just 16% felt less excited after the project.


















I i i l E i f D i S din t a   xper ence o   es gn  tu o
Measure 1: Felt respected
92% f t d t d d iti l iti l d th b l 8% o  s u en s respon e  pos ve y or very pos ve y, an   e  a ance   
responded ‘somewhat’ (3 on the 1 to 5 scale).



















Where to from here for us          ...... 
Questions and reflective prompt to the audience to close.....
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